We prove a 3 × 3 lemma for regular Goursat categories.
in which (r 1 , r 2 ) is the kernel pair of r, and r is the coequalizer of r 1 and r 2 . The corresponding 3 × 3 lemma would then concern a diagram
satisfying the usual commutativity conditions (such as s irj = r jsi ) in which the three columns and the middle row are exact. The lemma states that the top row is exact if and only if the bottom row is exact, and was proved in [1] to hold in any a regular Mal'cev category. If one is not interested in any of the side issues discussed in [1] , a very short proof is possible, in the slightly more general context of a regular Goursat category. The method of proof is due to Lambek: see [3] and the references therein.
Recall that in any regular category C one can define the category Rel(C) of relations in C, in which the objects are the objects of C, but the morphisms are the relations. A regular category is Mal'cev if and only if the equation RS = SR holds for any relations R : A → A and S : A → A on the same object A; the regular category is Goursat when the weaker equation RSR = SRS holds. See [2] for more information on Mal'cev and Goursat categories.
Proof of the lemma
Under no assumptions on the category at all, a straightforward diagram chase gives:
(a) ifr is epi then v is the coequalizer of v 1 and v 2 , and
Suppose that the category C is regular Goursat, and work now in Rel(C). Identify an arrow f : A → B in C with the corresponding relation from A to B, and write f * for its opposite. Recall that f is regular epi if and only if f f * = 1, and that a jointly monic pair f 1 , f 2 : R → A is the kernel pair of f if and only if f * f = f 2 f * 
. Observe also that, by the definition of composition of relations, if in
and so the kernel pair (v 1 , v 2 ) will satisfy v i e = v i for some regular epimorphism e; we must prove that e is invertible. In the 3-by-3 diagram now replace (v 1 , v 2 ) by (v 1 , v 2 ), and replace s by es. Then the three rows, the central column and the right column are all exact, so by (a) and (c) the left column is exact. Thus s and es are both coequalizers of s 1 and s 2 , so e is invertible, and the proof is complete.
